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Case: 51304 Enforce Delete on BudgetPosn = -1 if posting to ERP

Added a check to detect when posting to ERP and if so disallow delete.

Case: 51749 Drag and drop columns on Budget Transfer screen

Fixed a bug where the save event would fail on the Budget Transfer screen after you drag columns around into a different order,
or if you shrink/expand column widths.

Case: 51972 PBUD Posting make sure all the necessary POSN series values are filled in.

PBUD Posting make sure all the necessary POSN series values are filled in.

Case: 51983 Attach copy of original when reversing a budget transfer

When reversing a Budget Transfer (BT), there is a now a checkbox option to attach a PDF copy of the original BT to the reversal
BT.

Case: 52006 Post to PBUD orgn header

Add a check for the post to ERP orgn code header to ensure it only maps up when the status is A.  W will now use the orgn in the
table.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 43214 Make usage of roles easier to understand

Created a new report in each application under Administration -> Access -> Roles Usage. This report allows you to see how each
Role/Group is being used.

Case: 51889 Letter indicator

A new report has been created in each application to display all the Letter Templates in the system. To access the report go to
Administration -> Information -> Letter Generator Templates.

Case: 52095 Institutional definitions exceeding VARCHAR2 limitation

Very long Institutional Defintions exceeded the VARCHAR2 character limit and, when the 'Update Institutional Definitions' button
was clicked for these definitions, an error occurred.  These have been changed to CLOBs to avoid the character limitation issue.
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